
Starter: Atmosphere Composition
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Work out which of 

the gases below 

are included in the 

pie chart, and 

which portion they 

represent.

Extension: Guess the 

percentage values
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C11 (Double) / C13 (Triple)

Chemistry of the Earth’s 

Atmosphere
AQA GCSE Chemistry

AQA GCSE Combined Science (Trilogy)  Chemistry



Success Criteria

• Describe the 

Earth’s early 

atmosphere

• Recall the 

proportions of 

gases in Earth’s 

atmosphere 

today

Same as 4 and:

• State the 

composition, 

including formulae, of 

Earth’s early 

atmosphere

• Describe the volcanic 

activity theory for the 

origin of Earth’s 

atmosphere

• Explain how the 

oceans formed

Same as 6 and:

• Use the volcanic 

activity theory to 

explain in detail how 

the atmosphere 

developed

• Explain the limits of 

the theory

History of Earth’s Atmosphere



Atmosphere surfing (not essential!) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1YAOT92wuD8



Earth’s atmosphere today
For 200 million years, the 

proportions of gases in the 

atmosphere have been about 

the same as they are today: 

▪About 4/5 (80%) nitrogen –

N2(g)

▪About 1/5 (20%) oxygen –

O2(g)

▪Small proportions of other 

gases including:

▪Carbon dioxide – CO2(g)

▪Water vapour – H2O(g)

▪Noble gases – e.g. He(g)

You have to learn this off by heart.



But what about before the 

last 200 million years?



Earth’s Early Atmosphere

▪Why are we not certain what the Earth’s 

early atmosphere was like?

▪The Earth is 4.6 billion years old (4.6 Ga) 

– a long timescale – so there’s a lack of 

evidence.



If we represent all of 

Earth’s history on a 

24 hour clock (i.e. 

formation of Earth at 

midnight), humans 

would arrive at 

11:58:43 pm. 



Volcanic Activity Theory for the 

Origin of the Atmosphere

▪During the first billion years of Earth’s existence, intense 

volcanic activity released the gases that formed the early 

atmosphere – mainly CO2 and H2O (not like today!)

▪Volcanoes also released the water vapour that 

condensed to form the oceans

CH4NH3



▪At the start of this period, the Earth’s atmosphere may 

have been like the atmospheres of Mars and Venus 

today – consisting mainly of CO2 with little/no O2.

Volcanic Activity Theory for the 
Origin of the Atmosphere

https://ww

w.youtube.

com/watch

?v=6Db2

WAG-

VVs&t=16

3s

Up to 1:53

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Db2WAG-VVs&t=163s


▪Volcanoes also produced nitrogen – N2(g) – which 
gradually built up in the atmosphere. 

▪There may have been small proportions of methane –
CH4(g) - and ammonia - NH3(g)

Volcanic Activity Theory for the 
Origin of the Atmosphere

CH4NH3



▪When the oceans formed, CO2 dissolved in the water.

CO2 + H2O ⇌ 2H+ + CO3
2-

▪The carbonates precipitated out and produced 

sediments e.g. CaCO3 = limestone.

▪This reduced the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere.  

Volcanic Activity Theory for the 
Origin of the Atmosphere

sediments

CO3
2-



▪This is just one theory of 

how the Earth’s 

atmosphere formed, and 

what it was like to begin 

with.

▪ It’s the only one you have 

to learn for the exam.

Volcanic Activity Theory for the 
Origin of the Atmosphere

▪ You may be given information about other theories 

and will have to interpret evidence on them.



Success Criteria

• State that CO2

levels have 

decreased

• State that O2

levels have 

increased

• State that 

methane and 

ammonia levels 

have decreased

Same as 4 and:

• Describe how CO2 levels 

reduced and O2 levels 

increased due to 

photosynthesis

• Use an equation to show 

how carbon dioxide can 

form sedimentary rocks

• Describe how the 

formation of limestone, 

coal, crude oil and 

natural gas reduce CO2

levels

Same as 6 and:

• Use equations to 

explain how methane 

and ammonia were 

removed from the 

atmosphere

• Explain why the 

composition of the 

Earth’s atmosphere 

has not changed 

much for 200 million 

years

Evolution of the Atmosphere



Evolution of the Atmosphere

▪Five changes occurred after the early 

atmosphere

❖Oxygen increased (and supported life)

❖Carbon dioxide decreased

❖Methane decreased

❖Ammonia decreased

❖Nitrogen increased



❖ How oxygen increased

▪Algae and plants produced the O2(g) that is now in the 

atmosphere by photosynthesis.

▪What are the equations for photosynthesis?

carbon dioxide     +    water                     glucose   +    oxygen

6CO2 +    6H2O     C6H12O6 +       6O2

light

light



▪Algae first produced O2(g) about 2.7 billion years 

ago (2.7 Ga) by photosynthesis

▪Soon after, this O2(g) appeared in the atmosphere.

▪Over the next billion years, plants evolved and the 

percentage of O2(g) gradually increased to a level 

that enabled animals to evolve.

▪https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GP0HT77OPYQ

(from 2:55)

❖ How oxygen increased Learn

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GP0HT77OPYQ


❖ How carbon dioxide decreased

1. Plant and algae 

photosynthesis 

produced oxygen and

used up carbon dioxide 

from the atmosphere.

2. Carbon dioxide was 

also removed from the 

atmosphere as it was 

used to form 

sedimentary rocks and 

fossil fuels that contain 

carbon.



a) Limestone b) Coal c) Crude oil d) Natural gas

❖ How carbon dioxide decreased

1. Photosynthesis used up CO2

2. CO2 used up in the formation of sedimentary rocks and fossil fuels:

Fossil fuels

Sedimentary rocks



a) Limestone b) Coal c) Crude oil d) Natural gas

❖ How carbon dioxide decreased

1. Photosynthesis used up CO2

2. CO2 used up in the formation of sedimentary rocks and fossil fuels:

Chalk is a type of limestone

Carbon dioxide in atmosphere 

dissolved in oceans to form 

carbonate ions.

CO2 +H2O ⇌ 2H+ + CO3
2-

Carbonate ions used by marine 

organisms to build shells/skeletons 

out of calcium carbonate (CaCO3).

Upon death, the shells sank.

Shells/skeletons buried and 

compressed over millions of years 

to form sedimentary rock.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zhgtfg8

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zhgtfg8


a) Limestone b) Coal c) Crude oil d) Natural gas

❖ How carbon dioxide decreased

1. Photosynthesis used up CO2

2. CO2 used up in the formation of sedimentary rocks and fossil fuels:

Plants and trees used CO2 during 

photosynthesis to build their 

tissues.

Plants and trees died in swamps 

and decayed in the absence of 

oxygen

They were compressed over 

millions of years to form coal



a) Limestone b) Coal c) Crude oil d) Natural gas

❖ How carbon dioxide decreased

1. Photosynthesis used up CO2

2. CO2 used up in the formation of sedimentary rocks and fossil fuels:

Plankton = microscopic 

marine organisms

Crude oil and natural gas both 

formed from an ancient biomass 

(plankton) buried in mud

The remains of the plankton were 

covered by more sediment

They were compressed over 

millions of years to form oil/gas

Temperature during burial determines 

whether oil/gas produced.



▪The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere has 

stayed about the same for the last 200

million years because of the carbon cycle.

Learn this for grade 8…

❖ How carbon dioxide decreased



❖ How methane decreased
▪ Methane reacted with the O2 that was being produced by 

photosynthesis

CH4 + 2O2 → CO2 + 2H2O

❖ How ammonia decreased
▪ Ammonia reacted with the O2 that was being produced by 

photosynthesis

4NH3 + 3O2 → 2N2 + 6H2O

❖ How nitrogen increased
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▪ Nitrogen gas (N2) is very unreactive, so was able to build up in the 

atmosphere.


